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Local Planning Authority and Historic England
fire separation between floors to be agreed with
additional measures required to meet proposed
at the detailed design stage and any 
to be determined by a specialist engineer
Fire integrity of the existing floor construction
NOTE

Levels may vary between apartments
New raised floor construction.

separation
insulation to provide required fire and acoustic
Cavity between studs filled with mineral fibre
to outer face of twin metal stud framing
consisting of 2 layers of plasterboard fixed
Separating wall construction between apartments

dotted
Floor stregthening tie bracket shown

Floor stregthening tie rod

either side of tie rod
Twin stud partition framing positioned

to be determined by structural engineer
accommodate movement and tolerance
acoustic and fire separation and to
by partition manufacturer to provide
deflection head detail as recommended 
masonry jack arch floor construction with
of existing wrought iron beam supporting
Twin stud partition fixed to underside of

tie brackets
Localised boxing around floor strengthening tie brackets

Localised boxing around floor strengthening

Floor stregthening tie rod

side of floor stregthening tie
Partition framing fixed to one

to be determined by structural engineer
accommodate movement and tolerance 
acoustic and fire separation and to 
by partition manufacturer to provide 
with deflection head detail as recommended
masonry jack arch floor construction
existing wrought iron beam supporting
Partition head fixed into underside of

dotted
Floor stregthening tie bracket shown

floor strengthening tie
Platerboard stops short of 

detail suspended from soffit above
along length with ceiling bulkhead
Floor strengthening tie boxed in locally 

level throughout apartment
Raised floor construction inside apartments level throughout apartment

Raised floor construction inside apartments

floor construction
apartments constructed off existing
Single stud partitions beterrn rooms in 

floor construction
apartments constructed off existing
Single stud partitions beterrn rooms in 

finish, where visible)
intumescent paint (decorative
to be fire protected with 
Wrought iron jack arch beam

finish, where visible)
intumescent paint (decorative
to be fire protected with 
Wrought iron jack arch beam

finish, where visible)
intumescent paint (decorative
to be fire protected with 
Wrought iron jack arch beam

floor construction
Existing masonry jack arch

supporting masonry jack arches
on underside of wrought iron beam 
ties, partition framing to be centred 
Where there are no floor strenthening 

to be determined by structural engineer
accommodate movement and tolerance 
acoustic and fire separation and to 
by partition manufacturer to provide 
with deflection head detail as recommended
masonry jack arch floor construction
existing wrought iron beam supporting
Partition head fixed into underside of

PARTITION DETAILS
MILL CONVERSION

FLOOR STRENGTHENING TIE
TWIN STUD SEPARATING PARTITION DETAIL:

FLOOR STREGTHENING TIE
SINGLE STUD INTERNAL PARTITION DETAIL:

NO FLOOR STREGTHENING TIE
SINGLE STUD INTERNAL PARTITION DETAIL:

215 85 85

Existing clay paving Existing clay paving Existing clay paving
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